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The lives on view in Nervous Dancer are complex and precarious. Speaking their familial idioms in tones
and cadences determined well before they ever appeared in these stories, Carol Lee Lorenzo's characters
surge into moments of change for reasons initially not apparent. In the quirky, hard-edged ways in which
they stumble, beg, come of age, fall apart, and reunite, they reveal no simple notions about life.

The way women and children see men is often the focus of these stories, and female voices are the most
numerous in Nervous Dancer. Singularity of character can be found in anyone, however, such as the
nameless father in "Unconfirmed Invitations," whose guilt over his drinking and marital infidelities leads to a
bizarre hunter-gatherer compulsion. Lorenzo's women are often mothers, like LuAnn Wilson Hunter in
"Something Almost Invisible," who says of herself and her son that they are "divorced from everything, we
are all living in slow motion, not at home anywhere." Others find themselves in double binds with
generational friction compounding their troubles, such as Eulene in "Nervous Dancer," who informs her
mother, "Just because I'm in your house doesn't mean I've lost the right to fight with my husband."

Lorenzo says that her characters are "in the throes of love with its impurities or as sterling as it comes, and
sometimes they trip the spring and the hard face of hate appears." She believes that "it's not always the
outside force, someone else's doing, that changes things or brings confrontation. It's our stranger within--our
unspoken self that frightens and engages us. That's what story allows us to see."
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From reader reviews:

Ian Coghlan:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to find out everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or goal; it means that e-book
has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They are really reading
whatever they consider because their hobby is definitely reading a book. How about the person who don't
like looking at a book? Sometime, person feel need book once they found difficult problem as well as
exercise. Well, probably you will need this Nervous Dancer.

Sang O\'Connor:

Now a day those who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not require people to be aware of each data they get. How many people to
be smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Reading a book
can help men and women out of this uncertainty Information especially this Nervous Dancer book because
this book offers you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred percent
guarantees there is no doubt in it you probably know this.

Robert Wolfe:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a guide will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a publication you will get new information because book is one of several ways to share the
information or perhaps their idea. Second, examining a book will make you actually more imaginative.
When you reading through a book especially fictional works book the author will bring someone to imagine
the story how the characters do it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other folks. When you
read this Nervous Dancer, you could tells your family, friends and soon about yours reserve. Your
knowledge can inspire average, make them reading a guide.

Roland Collins:

Some people said that they feel fed up when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt the idea when they
get a half regions of the book. You can choose typically the book Nervous Dancer to make your own
personal reading is interesting. Your personal skill of reading expertise is developing when you similar to
reading. Try to choose easy book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the idea about book and
reading through especially. It is to be very first opinion for you to like to available a book and read it. Beside
that the reserve Nervous Dancer can to be your brand new friend when you're really feel alone and confuse in
what must you're doing of the time.
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